GEOG 151 Short Answer Essay 1 (SAE)
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After observing and taking time to think about the push-pull model of migration, I
realized why I decided to migrate to Fargo, North Dakota and why I decided to become a bison
[I THINK YOU MEAN “BISON FAN”] at NDSU! I was born in Grand Forks, ND and lived
there for the first three years of my life before my parents decided to move to the small town of
Thompson, ND (7 miles south of Grand Forks), where I lived until I migrated to the town of
Fargo, ND for my college education. ON RIGHT START WITH ESSAY.
The push-pull model of migration begins with the component of origin which includes
the pulls (+) to stay and pushes (-) to leave. I had a difficult time deciding between going to
UND or NDSU for college. Actually my pulls (+) and pushes were almost even for my origin.
INTERESTING. The pulls (+) to stay included; my family being so close to me, my mom
working at UND, UND being a great school for the medical field and with me being the
youngest in my family my parents weren’t telling me where to go to college but thought it would
be great if I stayed as close to home as possible. The pushes (-) to leave included; I wanted some
place new to me (practically everyone that lives in Thompson spends time in Grand Forks almost
everyday) [UNDERSTOOD], wanted to live somewhere a little bigger, wanted to be more
independent, didn’t want to go to the same university as my brother. OKAY WITH THIS PART.
Next in the push-pull model of migration is the obstacles. The obstacles included higher
cost of living (rent, food) where as if I continued to live in Thompson my parents would provide
those things, leaving friends and family and adapting to a new environment, far from home and
needed to have my major. SO NOTED.
Last in the push-pull model of migration is the destination which brought me to Fargo,
ND to the campus of NDSU. I decided to come here because of all the pulls (+) to come. I liked
the bigger place and somewhere new, how NDSU had my athletic training major. Fargo is far
enough to feel independent while at school but close enough to go home and visit. I decided
there were a lot of pulls the only pushes (-) to avoid are missing family and friends and the cost
is a little more. BEST OF BOTH WORLDS OVERALL, EH?

In conclusion I am happy with my choice of migration from Thompson, ND to Fargo,
ND. Not too far but far enough away. I have many great family and friends back home and have
meet some great people in Fargo as well. I feel this will probably not be my last migration. Since
I am only twenty, I do not know where life with take me and where my next destination may be.
THAT MAY BE, BUT YOU WILL BE USING THE PUSH-PULL MODEL OF MIGRATION
AGAIN WHEN YOU DO MOVE NEXT.

